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Abstract
In the past years, extensions of monadic second-order logic (MSO) that can specify boundedness
properties by the use of operators referring to the sizes of sets have been considered. In particular,
the logics costMSO introduced by T. Colcombet and MSO+U by M. Bojańczyk were analyzed
and connections to automaton models have been established to obtain decision procedures for
these logics. In this work, we propose the logic quantitative counting MSO (qcMSO for short),
which combines aspects from both costMSO and MSO+U. We show that both logics can be
embedded into qcMSO in a natural way. Moreover, we provide decidability proofs for the theory
of its weak variant (quantification only over finite sets) for the natural numbers with order and
the infinite binary tree. These decidability results are obtained using a regular cost function
extension of automatic structures called resource-automatic structures.
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1 Introduction
The tight connection of monadic second-order logic (MSO), which is the extension of first-
order logic by quantification over sets of elements, and finite automata over word and
tree structures has led to a rich theory and many applications and decision procedures in
verification and synthesis (see [20] for an introduction and overview).
In the past years, quantitative variants or extensions of MSO with a method to refer
to the size of set variables have been introduced. Most prominently, there are costMSO,
proposed by T. Colcombet (cf. [11]), and MSO+U, by M. Bojańczyk (cf. [3]). The logic
costMSO extends standard MSO by a new atomic formula of the form ∣X ∣ ≤ N (for a set
variable X, and a parameter N that is interpreted as natural number) that is only allowed to
appear positively in formulas. The N is a global parameter shared among all occurrences of
this operator. The logic has a quantitative semantics: In a structure S, we assign a formula
ϕ the minimal value for N ∈ N ∪ {∞} such that the formula is satisfied as a normal MSO
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formula with the additional cardinality bounds. If it cannot be satisfied for any N , the
value is ∞ (and if it is satisfiable but no subformula of the form ∣X ∣ ≤ N appears, the value
is 0). The logic has proved to be useful for studying boundedness questions, in which the
precise values of a formula are not of interest, but rather the question whether the values
are bounded on sets of structures (for example on sets of words or trees). This intended
semantics of (un)boundedness is directly encoded in MSO+U. It extends standard MSO by
a new quantifier UX.ϕ(X). Such a formula is satisfied if there are arbitrarily large finite
sets X that satisfy ϕ(X). Correspondingly, the logic MSO+U has a boolean semantics and
does not forbid the use of negation.
The algorithmic properties of both logics and equivalent automaton models have been
studied intensively. The logic costMSO is closely connected to regular cost functions (cf. [10])
and has an automaton model called B-automata. This automaton equivalence proved useful
to obtain algorithmic methods for decision procedures of costMSO on finite words and infinite
words (cf. [17]) and was also extended to the weak variant costWMSO, which only allows set
quantification ranging over finite sets, on the infinite binary tree (cf. [21]). Similar questions
were investigated for MSO+U. It turned out that the weak variant WMSO+U has equivalent
automaton models on infinite words (lookahead limsup automata) (cf. [3]) and on the infinite
binary tree (nested limsup automata) (cf. [7]). These yield decision procedures for the theory
of WMSO+U on the respective structures. However, very recently M. Bojańczyk, P. Parys
and S. Toruńczyk were able to show that the MSO+U-theory of the natural numbers with
order is undecidable (cf. [6]).
We aim at constructing an MSO variant that combines the two aspects of costMSO
and MSO+U and identified two key ingredients: First, a mechanism to measure the size
of sets that satisfy a definable property as provided by ∣X ∣ ≤ N in costMSO. Secondly, the
possibility to test for these sizes within the logic similar to the quantifier U in MSO+U.
It is clear that one loses decidability very soon if these mechanisms are too precise. Thus,
we want to concentrate on the problem of boundedness. We propose the logic quantitative
counting MSO (for short qcMSO) as a logic with quantitative semantics over the domain
N∪{∞}. Its basic syntax is similar to standard MSO without negation. We add the operator∣X ∣ for set variables and the operator ϕ =∞ for formulas. The definition of the semantics is
inspired by the quantitative µ-calculus (cf. [14]). We associate true with ∞ and false with
0. Accordingly, the boolean connectives ∧, ∨ are evaluated by min and max. The quantifiers∃, ∀ are are evaluated by sup and inf. The formula ∣X ∣ evaluates to the number of elements
of X and ϕ =∞ has the value true (∞) if ϕ evaluates to ∞ and false (0) otherwise.
We show that there is a natural translation of costMSO and MSO+U into equivalent
qcMSO formulas. Moreover, we show that the questions of boundedness and partly also
dominance that are considered in connection with costMSO formulas can be expressed in
qcMSO. These connections also hold for the respective weak variants of the logics.
The main contribution of this work is a decision procedure for qcWMSO sentences over
the naturals with linear order and the infinite binary tree. More precisely, we prove the
following main theorem.
I Theorem 1.
(a) Given a sentence ϕ ∈ qcWMSO, the evaluation ⟦ϕ⟧(ω,<) of ϕ on the natural numbers
with order is effectively computable.
(b) Given a sentence ϕ ∈ qcWMSO, it is decidable whether ⟦ϕ⟧T2 =∞.
The theorem is based on a quantitative extension of automatic structures called resource-
automatic structures, which was presented in [18]. This framework introduces structures
with quantitative relations – called resource structures – and provides a general method to
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compute the cost of first-order queries on structures whose relations are representable by
B-automata. We show how such first-order queries can be extended with an ∞-comparison
operator such that we can translate qcWMSO into such queries. We use the fact that
the finite powerset structure of the naturals with a set size relation is resource-automatic.
Furthermore, we provide an extension of the framework to finite trees and show that the finite
powerset structure of the infinite binary tree with (an approximation of) the set size relation is
resource-tree-automatic. The obtained decidability result can be seen as the best we could have
hoped for as full qcMSO inherits the undecidability of full MSO+U already on the naturals.
However, the connection between weak qcMSO and resource-automatic structures nicely
resembles the known correspondence between WMSO and standard automatic structures.
The remainder of this work is structured as follows: First, we fix some notations and
introduce the formal basics of regular cost functions, resource-automatic structures and the
logics costMSO and MSO+U. In Section 3, we introduce qcMSO and explain the embedding
of costMSO and MSO+U. Section 4 extends the theory of resource-automatic structures
such that qcWMSO formulas over the naturals can be expressed in this framework. Moreover,
we provide an extension to finite trees that enables us to decide boundedness of qcWMSO
even on the infinite binary tree.
2 Preliminaries
We write Σ for a finite alphabet and Σ∗ for the set of finite sequences (words) of letters from
Σ. To evaluate MSO and its extensions on words, we consider words as relational structures:
a word w = w1 . . .wn ∈ Σ∗ corresponds to the structure ({1, . . . , n},<, (Pa)a∈Σ), where the
Pa are monadic predicates such that i ∈ Pa if and only if wi = a. For infinite words, that
is, sequences from Σω, we use the set ω of natural numbers as the universe. Additionally,
we consider finite and infinite binary trees over the alphabet Σ. A tree t is a mapping
dom(t)→ Σ where dom(t) ⊆ {0, 1}∗ is a prefix-closed set that describes the nodes of the tree
in such a way that ε represents the root node, and for a node u ∈ {0,1}∗, u0 is the left and
u1 the right successor. Since we only consider binary trees, for every u ∈ dom(t) we either
have u0, u1 ∈ dom(t) or u0, u1 /∈ dom(t). A tree is finite if dom(t) is finite. The set of all
finite trees over the alphabet Σ is denoted by TΣ. When we talk about infinite binary trees,
we usually mean trees with dom(t) = {0,1}∗.
2.1 Regular Cost Functions and the logic costMSO
In [9], regular cost functions were introduced based on two dual variants of cost automata.
A cost automaton is a normal NFA with an additional finite set Γ of counters. These
counters support three kinds of atomic operations: First, a counter can be incremented by
one (i). Secondly, a counter can be reset to zero (r) and lastly, a counter can be checked
(c). The counters are driven by the transitions. Correspondingly, for a cost automaton(Q,Σ, q0,∆, F,Γ) the transition relation ∆ is a subset of Q ×Σ ×Q × ({i,r,c}∗)Γ. A run ρ
of such an automaton is identified with a sequence of states and transitions and is, as usual,
called accepting if it starts in q0 and ends in a state of F . Along the run, we simulate the
values of the counters (starting with 0) according to the operations on the transitions, and
whenever a counter is checked, its current value is stored for later evaluation. We denote the
set of checked counter values (over all counters) by C(ρ). The semantics of cost automata are
functions Σ∗ → N ∪ {∞}, and come in two (dual) flavors: A B-automaton has only counter
operations of the forms {ε,ic,r}, a run ρ has the value supC(ρ) and a word w ∈ Σ∗ is
assigned the infimum over all accepting runs ρ on this word. Dually, an S-automaton has
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only counter operations of the forms {ε,i,cr,r}, a run ρ has the value inf C(ρ) and a word
w ∈ Σ∗ is assigned the supremum over all accepting runs ρ on this word. For a B-/S-cost
automaton A, we write ⟦A⟧B and ⟦A⟧S to refer to the respective semantics.
Regular cost functions are the functions definable by B- or S-automata up to a certain
equivalence relation ≈. The equivalence is based on the notion of correction functions. A
correction function α ∶ N ∪ {∞}→ N ∪ {∞} is a monotone mapping that maps ∞ and only∞ to ∞. Let f, g ∶ A→ N ∪ {∞} be two functions. We say f is α-dominated by g and write
f ⪯α g if for all a ∈ A∶ f(a) ≤ α(g(a)). We call f and g α-equivalent and write f ≈α g if
f ⪯α g and g ⪯α f . Additionally, we just write ≈ to indicate that there exists an α such
that the relation holds. The ≈ relation is the same as saying that two cost functions are
bounded on the same subsets of their domain. Formally, we have f ≈ g iff for all B ⊆ A:
supx∈B f(x) <∞⇔ supx∈B g(x) <∞. A proof can be found in [9].
Regular cost functions possess closure properties comparable to those of regular languages
(cf. [10]). They are closed under min and max of two functions, which extends the classical
union and intersection closure. Moreover, they are closed under inf- and sup-projections.
These projections extend classical alphabet projection in the following way: Let Σ be an
alphabet, pi ∶ Σk+1 → Σk a projection that removes the last component and let pi∗ be the
letterwise extension of pi to words. The (pi)-inf-projection of a function f ∶ (Σk+1)∗ → N∪{∞}
is defined by w ↦ infu∈pi∗−1(w) f(u), and respectively for sup.
It is well-known that regular languages correspond to languages definable in MSO over
word models. This equivalence was lifted to regular cost functions with the logic costMSO.
The syntax of costMSO is standard MSO syntax extended with a new predicate that is only
allowed to appear positively in the formula: ∣X ∣ ≤ N for all set variables X. costMSO is
evaluated over standard relational structures by an inductively defined semantics. For the sake
of a uniform presentation, we assume (w.l.o.g.) that only set variables are used. Additionally,
set inclusion ⊆ is added as a relation. For a relational structure S = (S,R1, . . . ,Rn) and a
valuation β ∶X → 2S of the free variables the semantics can be defined as follows (see [11]):
⟦RiX1 . . .Xki⟧S,β ∶= ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩0, (a1, . . . , aki) ∈ R
S
i , β(Xi) = {ai}∞, otherwise
⟦¬RiX1 . . .Xki⟧S,β ∶= ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩∞, (a1, . . . , aki) ∈ R
S
i , β(Xi) = {ai}
0, otherwise⟦∣X ∣ ≤ N⟧S,β ∶= ∣β(X)∣⟦ϕ ∧ ψ⟧S,β ∶= max(⟦ϕ⟧S,β , ⟦ψ⟧S,β) ⟦ϕ ∨ ψ⟧S,β ∶= min(⟦ϕ⟧S,β , ⟦ψ⟧S,β)⟦∃Xϕ(X)⟧S,β ∶= inf
S′⊆S⟦ϕ(X)⟧S,β[X↦S′] ⟦∀Xϕ(X)⟧S,β ∶= supS′⊆S⟦ϕ(X)⟧S,β[X↦S′]
This semantics assigns each sentence ϕ a function Σ∗ → N ∪ {∞} over word models. The
main equivalence theorem for costMSO states that these functions are exactly the regular
cost functions (cf. [9]). The central decision problems for costMSO are boundedness and
dominance: A formula ϕ is bounded over a domain D, if there exists a bound B ∈ N such
that ⟦ϕ⟧S < B for all S ∈ D. A formula ϕ dominates a formula ψ on a domain D, if for all
subsets C ⊆ D it holds that whenever ϕ is bounded, ψ is bounded as well.
2.2 MSO+U
Another approach to introduce a method to express boundedness or unboundedness problems
in MSO is with the help of the unbounding quantifier. Unlike costMSO, this leads to
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a qualitative extension. In MSO+U, a new, third set quantifier U is added to MSO.
This quantifier evaluates to true if there are arbitrarily large finite sets that satisfy a
formula, so formally, A ⊧MSO+U UX.ϕ(X) if and only if A ⊧MSO ∃X(∣X ∣ > n ∧ ∣X ∣ < ∞ ∧
ϕ(X)) for every n ∈ N.
Note that, for every fixed n, ∣X ∣ > n is expressible in classical MSO. For completeness
reasons, the dual quantifier B is also added, with the semantics that A ⊧ BX.ϕ if and only if
there is a (finite) bound on the size of sets that satisfy ϕ. For obvious reasons, MSO+U is
only studied over infinite structures, in particular infinite words and trees.
Unlike classical MSO and costMSO, there is most likely no automaton model for MSO+U
with full second-order quantification for topological reasons [15], and furthermore, the
MSO+U-theory of the natural numbers with order is already undecidable [6]. However, the
weak variant is decidable over infinite words [4] and infinite trees [8].
2.3 (Resource-) Automatic Structures and FO+RR
The theory of automatic structures provides a formalism to obtain logical structures with a
decidable first-order theory by automata representations of the structures (for a comprehensive
introduction see, e.g., [16]). A relational structure S = (S,R1, . . . ,Rn) is called automatic if
there are a representation of the universe S in form of a regular language and representations
of the relations R1 up to Rn in the form of synchronous transducers. A synchronous transducer
for a j-ary relation over S ⊆ Σ∗ can be seen as a (normal) automaton operating over the
vector alphabet (Σ⊎ {$})j . It reads all j words letter-by-letter in parallel. Shorter words are
padded to the length of the longest word with a newly introduced padding symbol $. This
transformation from a tuple of words to a (padded) word over a vector alphabet is called
convolution.
The main result for automatic structures is that they always have a decidable first-
order theory (see [16]). This is obtained by inductively translating logical operations into
operations for automata. Boolean connectives can be represented by union and intersection
of regular languages and existential quantification corresponds to alphabet projection for
vector alphabets. The original result has been extended to ω-words and finite and infinite
trees (see [1, 2]).
Motivated by quantitative verification questions, the idea of automatic structures has
been lifted to resource structures in [18]. Resource structures are a quantitative extension
of relational structures. The quantitative aspect is introduced via the relations: A tuple of
elements a¯ is not just in some relation R or not, but being in relation may cost some value
from N∪{∞}. The verification-driven question was how expensive it is to satisfy a first-order
definable property in such a structure. The logic FO+RR (first-order over resource relations)
was designed to provide a formalism for this question. Its syntax is identical to normal FO
without negation. For a resource structure S = (S,R1, . . . ,Rn) and a variable interpretation
β ∶X → S, the semantics is inductively defined as follows:
⟦Rix1 . . . xki⟧S,β ∶= RSi (β(x1), . . . , β(xki))
⟦x = y⟧S,β ∶= ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩0, β(x) = β(y)∞, otherwise ⟦x ≠ y⟧S,β ∶=
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩∞, β(x) = β(y)0, otherwise⟦ϕ ∧ ψ⟧S,β ∶= max(⟦ϕ⟧S,β , ⟦ψ⟧S,β) ⟦ϕ ∨ ψ⟧S,β ∶= min(⟦ϕ⟧S,β , ⟦ψ⟧S,β)⟦∃xϕ(x)⟧S,β ∶= inf
s∈S⟦ϕ(x)⟧S,β[x↦s] ⟦∀xϕ(x)⟧S,β ∶= sups∈S ⟦ϕ(x)⟧S,β[x↦s]
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This semantics answers the intuitive question in the following way: Let ϕ be an FO+RR-
formula with ⟦ϕ⟧S = n <∞. If we consider ϕ as a normal FO-formula, it is satisfied if we allow
all those tuples to be in relation (in the classical sense) that cost at most n. This relation also
explains the absence of negation. In order to preserve this intuitive semantics, monotonicity
is necessary: if we allow a higher resource usage, more formulas should become true.
Resource-automatic structures extend the idea of automatic structures to resource struc-
tures and FO+RR. A structure is called resource-automatic if its universe can be represented
by a regular language and the semantics of the relations can be specified via synchronous cost
transducers. For the sake of simplicity it suffices to see such a transducer as a B-automaton
operating on a vector alphabet in the same way as for standard synchronous transducers.
The details can be found in [18]. The main result that we use here is that the value of
FO+RR formulas can be computed over resource-automatic structures.
2.4 Cost Tree Automata and Cost Games
In [12], the theory of regular cost functions was lifted to finite trees. Regular cost functions
on trees are defined by B- or S-tree automata. These automata can be seen as an extension
of B-/S-automata on words and nondeterministic top-down tree automata (see, e.g., [13]
for an introduction to regular tree languages and tree automata). For the sake of a simpler
presentation, we move the counter actions to the states of the automaton and tailor the
definition to our setting of binary trees.
A cost tree automaton is a tuple A = (Q,Σ,QI ,∆, F,Γ, γ) where the components have
the following meaning: Q is a finite set of states, Σ is the input alphabet, QI ⊆ Q is a set
of initial states, ∆ ⊆ Q × Σ × Q × Q is the transition relation, F ⊆ Σ × Q the set of final
letter/state combinations, Γ the finite set of counters and γ ∶ Q → (Γ → {i,r,cr}∗) the
counter actions. A run ρ of A on a tree t is also a tree with dom(ρ) = dom(t), but with
a labeling from Q that is consistent with the transition relation ∆. We call ρ accepting if
ρ(ε) ∈ QI and there are matching letter/states pairs for the leaves in F . Formally, for all
u ∈ leaves (t) ∶ (t(u), ρ(u)) ∈ F . In the same way as for cost automata on words, we define
B- and S-tree automata. They inherit the restrictions on the counter operations from word
automata and their quantitative semantics is defined in the same spirit. However, we now
compute the value along all paths from the root to a leaf in the tree as for word automata
and take the maximum of the values in B-automata and the minimum in S-automata. Again,
we write ⟦A⟧B and ⟦A⟧S to refer to this semantics.
For an analysis of tree automata, it is often helpful to take a game-theoretic viewpoint to
the membership problem. To this end, we define cost games following the idea of [12]. For
our purpose, it is helpful to view a cost game as a standard two-player reachability game on
a finite graph that is extended with a finite set Γ of counters and counter actions γ that map
every position in the game to the counter actions as for cost tree automata. As usual, the
game positions are partitioned into two sets: One that belongs to the first player – called
Eve – and one that belongs to the second player – called Adam. A play is formed similar
to standard games: The play starts in some initial position. Then, the player that controls
the respective game position chooses a next position according to the edges of the graph.
Additionally, we simulate the counters along with the play and write C(τ) for the set of
checked counter values in a play analogously to cost automata. For an introduction to games
and their connection to tree automata see, e.g., [20].
We also define B- and S-games with the restrictions on the counter actions as for automata.
In both types of games, Eve aims to reach the goal positions F of the reachability game.
In B-games she additionally wants to minimize the largest checked counter value. In S-
games she wants to maximize the smallest checked counter values. This is analogous to
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automata. Correspondingly, an infinite play that never reaches F has value ∞ in B-games
and value 0 in S-games. We define the value of a game based on the best values the
players can enforce based on their strategies. For this purpose, we consider strategies as in
standard two-player games on graphs. If Eve and Adam fix their strategies σE and σA, the
resulting play is fixed and we denote it by τσE ,σA . Cost games are determined (see [12]).
That is, infσE supσA valB(τσE ,σA) = supσA infσE valB(τσE ,σA) and supσE infσA valS(τσE ,σA) =
infσA supσE valS(τσE ,σA) and we write valB(G) and valS(G) for this value of the game G.
It is helpful for our analysis to view the value computation of a tree t on a cost automaton
as a cost game. The idea is essentially identical to the membership game (see [20]) for tree
automata. The two players partly construct a run on one path of the tree from the root
to a leaf. It starts in the root with some state from QI . In every position, Eve selects the
transition from ∆ that should be used and Adam chooses whether he wants to continue
in the left or right child of the current node. The game continues in this node with the
state given by the chosen transition. The counters and counter actions are just copied from
the respective states in the automaton. The final positions are determined by the final
letter/state pairs. We call this game the cost membership game of A on t and write MA,t.
We have that valB(MA,t) = ⟦A⟧B(t) and valS(MA,t) = ⟦A⟧S(t).
3 Quantitative Counting MSO
In this section we introduce a quantitative extension of MSO with a focus on counting. We
do so following the approach used for the quantitative µ-calculus [14]. Thus, we keep the
standard syntax, and also use the traditional interpretations of the operators. However,
instead of interpreting these over {0,1}, we evaluate minimums and maximums over the
natural numbers with infinity.
To be more precise, we start with MSO without first-order variables and without negation.
We then add a new atom to count the sizes of sets to the syntax, and allow formulas
to be compared to infinity. Fixing a relational signature τ = {R1, . . . ,Rn} and a set V ={X1, . . . ,Xm} of second-order variables, formulas of qcMSO are defined inductively.
Atomic formulas are of the form RX1 . . .Xr, Xi = ∅, Xi ∈ Xj , or ∣Xi∣, for variables Xk
and relation symbols R ∈ τ of arity r.
If ϕ,ψ are formulas, then ϕ ∧ ψ, ϕ ∨ ψ, ϕ <∞, and ϕ =∞ are formulas.
If ϕ is a formula and X a variable, then ∃Xϕ and ∀Xϕ are formulas.
In contrast to the logics defined before, we view ∞ as true and 0 as false, which allows
us to adapt the classical semantics. Furthermore, all atomic formulas but formulas ∣X ∣
are boolean. Given a τ -structure A and an interpretation β∶X → P(A), the semantics⟦⋅⟧A,β ∶qcMSO(τ) → N ∪ {∞} is defined as follows, where we omit A, β if clear from the
context for better readability.
⟦∣X ∣⟧ = ∣β(X)∣ ⟦RX1 . . .Xr⟧ = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩∞, (a1, . . . , ar) ∈ R,β(Xi) = {ai}0, otherwise
⟦X = ∅⟧ = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩∞, β(X) = ∅0, otherwise ⟦X ∈ Y ⟧ =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩∞, β(X) = {a}, a ∈ β(Y )0, otherwise⟦ϕ ∨ ψ⟧ = max(⟦ϕ⟧, ⟦ψ⟧) ⟦ϕ ∧ ψ⟧ = min(⟦ϕ⟧, ⟦ψ⟧)
⟦ϕ <∞⟧ = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩∞, ⟦ϕ⟧ <∞0, otherwise ⟦ϕ =∞⟧ =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩∞, ⟦ϕ⟧ =∞0, otherwise⟦∃Xϕ⟧ = sup
A′⊆A⟦ϕ⟧β[X↦A′] ⟦∀Xϕ⟧ = infA′⊆A⟦ϕ⟧β[X↦A′]
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As a convention, formulas whose evaluation can only be 0 or ∞, that is, true or false, are
called boolean formulas. For example, formulas without any occurrence of ∣X ∣ are boolean,
and so are formulas ϕ =∞.
As atomic formulas which are also formulas of MSO always evaluate to ∞ and 0, qcMSO
clearly extends MSO: a formula can be translated by replacing every occurrence of a negation
with a comparison < ∞. What is more, it is easily expressible that a set is finite. As
supremums and infimums over sets that satisfy a certain property can be encoded in a
straightforward manner, we can thus also express the quantifier U :
UX.ϕ ≡ (∃X(∣X ∣ ∧ ∣X ∣ <∞∧ ϕ)) =∞.
It is an easy consequence that qcMSO subsumes MSO+U.
I Lemma 2. For every formula ϕ ∈ (W)MSO+U there is a formula ϕ′ ∈ qc(W)MSO such
that A ⊧ ϕ if and only if ⟦ϕ′⟧A =∞.
One easily obtains the following lemma by exchanging ∧ and ∨, swapping the quantifiers,
replacing positive boolean atomic formulas ϕ by ϕ <∞ and negated atoms ¬ϕ by ϕ to take
the inverted semantics between costMSO and qc(W)MSO into account. Additionally, we
need to rewrite ∣X ∣ < N to ∣X ∣ because of the different syntax of the operators.
I Lemma 3. For every cost(W)MSO-formula ϕ there exists a qc(W)MSO-formula ϕ′ such
that ⟦ϕ⟧A = ⟦ϕ′⟧A.
Furthermore, the boundedness property and the dominance relation for costMSO on
finite words and trees are expressible in qcMSO on (ω,<) and the infinite binary tree
T2 = ({0,1}∗, S0, S1), respectively, as stated by the following lemma.
I Lemma 4.
1. Given a costMSO-formula ϕ over finite words, one can effectively construct a qcWMSO-
formula ϕb such that ⟦ϕb⟧(ω,<) =∞ (true) if and only if ϕ is bounded over finite words.
2. Given two costMSO-formulas ϕ,ψ over finite words, one can effectively construct a
qcMSO-formula ϑd such that ⟦ϑd⟧T2 =∞ if and only if ϕ dominates ψ on finite words.
Proof. Regarding 1., a finite word over Σ = {0, 1} can be represented by two sets X,X1 such
that X ⊆ ω is a finite initial subset of the natural numbers indicating the length of the word
and X1 ⊆ X (also finite) contains the positions labeled with 1. Clearly, such sets can be
defined in WMSO and thus qcWMSO by a formula ψ(X,X1). As costMSO is subsumed by
qcMSO, there exists a qcMSO-formula ϕ′ with the same evaluation. Let ϕ′r be this formula
where quantification is relativized to (finite) X and P1Y is replaced by Y ∈ X1. Then,
boundedness is expressed by (∃X∃X1(ψ(X,X1) ∧ ϕ′r)) <∞.
Regarding 2., we identify a word w ∈ {0,1}∗ with the respective position in the tree. For
MSO, it is easy to define, given a sentence ϕ over finite words, a formula ϕ′(x) over the infinite
binary tree such that w ⊧ ϕ if and only if T2 ⊧ ϕ′(w). This directly extends to costMSO,
and accordingly, we also obtain corresponding translations ϕ̂(X), ψ̂(X) ∈ qcMSO for ϕ,ψ.
Dominance is then expressed by ∀X[(∃Y (Y ∈X ∧ ϕ̂(Y ))) =∞∨ (∃Y (Y ∈X ∧ ψ̂(Y ))) <∞].
We remark that it is important here that ∀X also quantifies over infinite sets to match the
definition of dominance. J
By adapting the construction for the boundedness formula, it follows straightforwardly
that boundedness on infinite words and finite trees can also be expressed (in the respective
structures).
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I Corollary 5.
The boundedness problem for costMSO on infinite words can be expressed in qcMSO on(ω,<).
The boundedness problem for costMSO on finite trees can be expressed in qcWMSO on
the infinite binary tree.
As qcMSO extends both costMSO and MSO+U, negative results for either of these
transfer. In fact, the conditional undecidability result for MSO+U on the infinite binary
tree from [5] was recently improved: it was shown in [6] that the MSO+U-theory of (ω,<) is
undecidable. Thus, the undecidability of the model-checking problem for qcMSO follows:
I Corollary 6. Given a qcMSO-sentence ϕ, it is undecidable whether ⟦ϕ⟧(ω,<) =∞.
4 Resource-Automatic Structures and FO+RR=∞
Towards the decidability of the qcWMSO-theories of the natural numbers with order and
the infinite binary tree, we follow an approach used in [19]: Instead of working with second-
order quantification directly, we consider the first-order problem on the powerset structure
restricted to finite sets. We prove that the respective structures are resource-automatic and
resource-tree-automatic, respectively, and that deciding the theory reduces to deciding the
theory of an extension of FO+RR with infinity comparisons.
As a first step, we extend syntax and semantics of FO+RR introduced earlier by the new
operators ϕ =∞ and ϕ <∞ for formulas ϕ such that ϕ =∞ evaluates to 0 if ⟦ϕ⟧ =∞ and to∞ otherwise, and dually for ϕ <∞. We use the decidability of FO+RR established in [18],
which itself relies on the closure properties for regular cost functions described in [9]. To
prove that this extension FO+RR=∞ is still decidable on resource-automatic structures, it
suffices to provide an automata-theoretical construction that transforms a B-automaton A
for ϕ into a B-automaton A∞ for ϕ =∞.
I Lemma 7. Let A be a B-automaton. One can effectively construct a B-automaton A∞
such that ⟦A∞⟧(w) = 0 if ⟦A⟧(w) =∞ and ⟦A∞⟧(w) =∞ otherwise
Proof. As we consider automata over finite words, observe that ⟦A⟧(w) =∞ only if there
are no accepting runs of A on w. Hence, to construct A∞, we first view A as an NFA by
removing all counters, then complement it, and reintroduce a dummy counter that is never
checked. By construction, this automaton A∞ maps a word to 0 if and only if A as an NFA
rejects the word, and all other words are mapped to ∞. J
I Corollary 8. Given an FO+RR=∞-sentence ϕ and a resource-automatic structure A, it is
decidable whether ⟦ϕ⟧A =∞.
To prove that the qcWMSO-theory of (ω,<) is decidable, consider the structure F =(FinPot(N),<, ∣ ⋅ ∣, ∈,= ∅), where
FinPot(N) = {a ⊆ N ∣ ∣a∣ <∞},
a < b =∞ if a = {a′}, b = {b′} are singleton sets such that a′ < b′, and a < b = 0 otherwise,∣a∣ evaluates to the size of a,
a ∈ b =∞ if a = {a′} is a singleton and a′ ∈ b, and a ∈ b = 0 otherwise,
and a = ∅ evaluates to ∞ if a is indeed empty and to 0 otherwise.
It is not difficult to see that this structure is resource-automatic, using the regular language{0} ∪ {0,1}∗1 where a word corresponds to the set that consists of the indices where the
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word is 1. For ∣ ⋅ ∣, a single counter to count the occurrences of 1s suffices. The other relations
correspond to the complements of the relations in the classical automatic structures setting.
Following the approach used to embed costMSO into qcMSO, by exchanging conjunctions
and disjunctions, replacing ∃X by ∀x and ∀X by ∃x and swapping =∞ and <∞, one obtains
the following lemma.
I Lemma 9. For every qcWMSO-sentence ϕ, one can effectively construct an FO+RR=∞-
sentence ϕ′ such that ⟦ϕ⟧(ω,<) = ⟦ϕ′⟧F.
I Corollary 10. Given a qcWMSO-sentence ϕ, it is decidable whether ⟦ϕ⟧(ω,<) =∞.
It was argued in [18] that exact evaluations of FO+RR-sentences on resource-automatic
structures can be computed once it is known that the evaluation is bounded. This can, for
example, be achieved by successively trying parameters n = 0, 1, . . . with standard first-order
evaluation on the structure where a resource relation R is replaced by the relation of tuples
of R of cost at most n. As the automata A∞ have boolean evaluations, thus are essentially
NFAs, this approach can be lifted to FO+RR=∞-sentences, by substituting only relations
outside the scope of ∞-comparisons. Accordingly, exact evaluations can be computed also
for qcWMSO on the ordered natural numbers.
I Theorem 1.
(a) Given a sentence ϕ ∈ qcWMSO, the evaluation ⟦ϕ⟧(ω,<) of ϕ on the natural numbers
with order is effectively computable.
4.1 Resource-Tree-Automatic Structures
We aim at generalizing the idea of resource-automatic structures to universes that are
representable as a regular tree language. This extends the well-understood idea of tree-
automatic structures (see, e.g., [1]). Moreover, it allows us to reuse the idea presented
previously to obtain an algorithm for qcWMSO on the infinite binary tree, because finite
trees can be used to represent all finite subsets of the infinite binary tree.
The general approach to resource-tree-automatic structures and the presentation of the
result follow the ideas for resource-automatic structures as presented in [18]. First, we fix
some additional notation. Secondly, we describe an inductive translation strategy from
FO+RR=∞-formulas to cost tree automata. While the cases of the boolean connectives can
be directly transferred, the translation of the quantifiers needs some more insight into cost
games. Correspondingly, we analyze strategies in S-games and use the results to complete the
inductive translation, which provides an algorithmic method to compute the (approximate)
value of FO+RR=∞-formulas.
First, we extend the definition of convolution and transducers to trees. For a finite alphabet
Σ, let Σ⊗m = (Σ ∪ {$})m and let t1 ∈ TΣ⊗m , t2 ∈ TΣ be two trees. We define the convolution
by t ∶= t1 ⊗ t2 ∈ TΣ⊗m+1 with dom(t) = dom(t1) ∪ dom(t2) and t(u)i = t1(u)i if u ∈ dom(t1),
t(u)i = $ otherwise for i ≤ m and t(u)m+1 = t2(u) if u ∈ dom(t2), t(u)m+1 = $ otherwise. A
tree t ∈ TΣ⊗m is correctly padded if there are t1, . . . , tm ∈ TΣ such that t = t1 ⊗⋯⊗ tm. This
means correctly padded trees have have no $ if there are normal letters in the same component
of a descendant. Moreover, they have no positions labeled completely with padding symbols.
We write ◻ ∶= $m as a short-hand for a vector of appropriate dimensionality containing only
padding symbols. An m-dimensional synchronous B-/S-tree transducer A is a cost tree
automaton operating over the alphabet Σ⊗m. We define its semantics by the cost automaton
semantics over the convolution: ⟦A⟧ ∶ (TΣ)m → N∪ {∞}, (t1, . . . , tm)↦ ⟦A⟧B/S(t1 ⊗⋯⊗ tm).
With these preparations, we can define resource-tree-automatic structures.
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I Definition 11. Let S = (S,R1, . . . ,Rm) be a resource structure. We call S resource-tree-
automatic if S is representable as a regular language of finite trees and there are synchronous
B-/S-tree transducers ARi such that RSi = ⟦ARi⟧.
For the purpose of a clearer proof presentation we will assume that S = TΣ. This is no
restriction of the general case since we can introduce a new automatic predicate PS ⊆ TΣ
that contains exactly the elements of S and relativize all quantifications w.r.t. PS for every
regular tree language S.
4.1.1 Translating FO+RR=∞ to transducers
We now provide the necessary ingredients for an inductive translation of FO+RR=∞-formulas
into synchronous cost transducers. For a given formula ϕ with k free variables, we construct
a k-dimensional synchronous cost transducer Aϕ such that ⟦ϕ⟧ = ⟦Aϕ⟧. The cases of atomic
formulas are simple. For a relation Ri, we are given a cost transducer ARi by definition.
The operators = and ≠ can be implemented with simple cost tree automata that just check
whether in all positions in the tree all letters in the alphabet vector match or that there is
a mismatch somewhere, respectively. The semantics of the boolean connectives is min and
max. Correspondingly, we directly use the closure of cost tree automata under min and max,
which was already established in [12]. The =∞ operator can be translated in the same way
as for finite words: By the definition of the semantics of B-tree automata, the value of a tree
is ∞ if and only if the tree is rejected in the classical sense, i.e., there is no strategy of Eve inMA,t to always reach a final state in every play. Thus, we can obtain an automaton for =∞
by ignoring the counters and constructing a classical complement automaton for the given
one. When interpreted as a B-tree automaton, it will output 0 for trees that were previously
not accepted (that is, had value ∞) and ∞ otherwise.
It remains to consider existential and universal quantification. In the classical setting,
universal quantification can be expressed by negation and existential quantification. In our
setting, we have to consider both existential and universal quantification since FO+RR=∞ has
no negation. We deal with these quantifications by inf-projection and sup-projection for cost
automata. However, on the automaton level, one has to deal with the padding symbol. After
projecting away one of the components, the automaton may contain transitions only labeled
with padding symbols. Let us illustrate the problem by a simple example over Σ = {a, b}:
Let Rxy be a binary relation symbol that evaluates to the length of the longest path in
y. Formally, R(t1, t2) ∶= maxu∈dom(t2) ∣u∣. A B-tree automaton A that just increments its
counter in every step on the second tree implements this relation. Now, consider the tree
t0 = a that consists only of a root node. For this tree, we have ⟦∀yRt0y⟧ =∞ but if we look
at the sup-projection of A to the first component denoted by Asup we obtain
⟦Asup⟧(a) = max{⟦A⟧((a, a)), ⟦A⟧((a, b)), ⟦A⟧((a,$))} = 1
To compute the supremum over all trees, we have to consider t0 extended by arbitrarily long
sequences of padding symbols (◻).
In the classical setting (for existential quantification and standard projection), this can
be handled by treating such pure padding transitions as ε-transitions and then eliminating
them. However, in cost automata the pure padding transitions are much more difficult to
eliminate (see [18] where this problem is treated for cost automata on words). As a solution,
we split the computation of sup and inf into the respective projection operation and an
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additional sup/inf over arbitrarily long padding sequences. Formally, for a tree t ∈ TΣ⊗m , let
padext (t) ∶= ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩s ∈ TΣ⊗m ∣ dom(s) ⊇ dom(t), s(u) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩t(u), u ∈ dom(t)◻, otherwise
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
Consider the case of existential quantification, and assume that we have applied the
inf-projection and obtained a B-automaton A (which might still contain pure padding
transitions). For a tree t ∈ TΣ⊗m we are interested in the value infs∈padext(t)⟦A⟧B(s). If we
modify A such that it can simulate on t all runs of A on trees from padext (t), then we
obtain the correct value for t because the semantics of B-automata takes the infimum over all
runs. Similarly, we use S-automata for the sup-projection to obtain sups∈padext(t)⟦A⟧S(s).
Thus, for a given tree t and a cost tree automaton A, we aim at modifying A such that
it can simulate all runs on trees from padext (t) that contribute to the overall value. For
this purpose, we consider the membership game on the infinite tree t◻ that is labeled with ◻
at all positions. Since all positions in this tree look the same, there is no need to keep track
of the position in the tree. Moreover, Eve decides in each round whether the current node is
treated as an inner node or as a leaf (since Eve has to reach the goal set, she has to decide for
a leaf at some point). We call this the padding game for A and denote it by MA,◻. We now
investigate the “concatenation” of the cost membership game followed by the padding game.
Let (MA,t ⊳MA,◻) consist of the union ofMA,t andMA,◻ with the following additional
connecting edges: from a position (q, u) of MA,t with a leaf u of t, Eve can decide to stay
inside MA,t and finish the game as usual, or to treat u as an inner node. In the latter case,
the play would reach a position (q′, ui) for a node ui not in the domain of t. Instead, the
play jumps to MA,◻ in state q′.
I Lemma 12. Let A be a nondeterministic cost tree automaton. We have:
valB((MA,t ⊳MA,◻)) = infs∈padext(t)⟦A⟧B(s)
valS((MA,t ⊳MA,◻)) = sups∈padext(t)⟦A⟧S(s)
With this knowledge and the observation that MA,◻ does not depend on the input tree
t, we develop methods to precompute information on MA,◻ with the goal of providing a
modified automaton A′ whose membership game MA′,t approximates (in the sense of ≈
equivalence) the combined game (MA,t ⊳MA,◻).
First, we consider the case of inf. This case is easier due to the inherent asymmetry
in our setting. We claim that it is sufficient to know from which positions (q,◻) Eve can
win MA,◻ when we interpret this as a simple reachability game with goal set F . This has
the following justification: In B-games every counter is always checked after an increment.
Thus, the value of a play can only increase and Eve should just reach a final position as fast
as possible. If she just plays the normal reachability strategy she reaches F in at most as
many steps as the size of MA,◻ (denoted by ∣MA,◻∣). In the worst case, every of these steps
increments the counter. However, even if she could have avoided some of these increments,
the error w.r.t. an optimal strategy is at most ∣MA,◻∣. Thus, we obtain:
I Lemma 13. Let A be a synchronous B-tree transducer over Σ⊗m. One can construct a
synchronous B-tree transducer A′ such that: ⟦A′⟧B(t) ≈ infs∈padext(t)⟦A⟧B(s).
The sup-case requires more sophisticated methods for two major reasons: First, the
independent use of increment and check prevent an argument as before. Secondly, there is
no single strategy witnessing valS(G) =∞. Moreover, we recognize that it does not suffice to
compute the value of MA,◻ to capture the behavior of (MA,t ⊳MA,◻) in an automaton. In
the combined game, the counters are not initialized with 0 at the beginning of theMA,◻-part
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but inherit the current counter values from MA,t. So a direct cr at the beginning of MA,◻
ensures that Adam can always achieve value 0 if MA,◻ is considered individually. But in the
combined game the counter may have a large value from MA,t. If he could first reset the
counter before checking it, this would be much better.
We approach this problem by a more detailed analysis of strategies of Adam in S-cost
games. Due to space restrictions, we can only provide the cornerstones of the proof strategy
here. Let σ be a strategy of Adam in an S-cost game G. We remind the reader that Adam
wants to check counters with small values or avoid F . Since we can handle the reachability
of F individually before, we concentrate on the counter values. We measure the success of σ
in the following three categories per counter:
1. cr: The strategy σ can enforce a check of the counter after a bounded number of steps.
2. rcr: The strategy σ can enforce a reset before any check and subsequently a check after
a bounded number of increments
3. : The strategy σ provides no guarantees on the counter.
Formally, such a profile p is a mapping from the set of counters Γ to {cr,rcr,} and we
say that a strategy σ guarantees p if all plays that are played according to σ satisfy the
conditions stated in p. We call a profile p simple and write, e.g., [c1 ↦ cr] if it provides only
a guarantee on one counter – the other counters are mapped to . In order to incorporate
the choices of Eve in the play, we need combinations of several such profiles to describe a
strategy σ. For example, Eve may choose whether she wants to check a counter c1 or c2. We
express this as a disjunction of profiles (called generalized profile) and write in this example[c1 ↦ cr] ∨ [c2 ↦ cr].
Computing all possible generalized profiles for strategies of Adam in an S-cost game
is a sufficient precomputation to approximate the complete game (MA,t ⊳MA,◻) at the
position of a leaf node in MA,t. There are only finitely many generalized profiles. We want
to compute for every such generalized profile whether Adam has a strategy that guarantees it.
We then want to simulate the behavior of (MA,t ⊳MA,◻) in an automaton. To implement
this, we use the fact that one can extend nondeterministic cost tree automata to alternating
cost tree automata in a similar way as standard alternating tree automata (see [12]). The
alternation allows us to represent Adam’s choice among his possible generalized profiles
followed by Eve’s choice among the profiles in the disjunction in the automaton. In the
target state, the automaton checks counters that have guarantee cr and resets and then
checks counters that have guarantee rcr. A detailed analysis of S-cost games shows that the
bound on the number of increments in the guarantees cr and rcr only depends on the size of
the game. Since the size of MA,◻ only depends on the size of A, we obtain the following:
I Lemma 14. Let A be a synchronous S-tree transducer over Σ⊗m. One can construct a
synchronous S-tree transducer A′ such that: ⟦A′⟧S(t) ≈ sups∈padext(t)⟦A⟧S(s).
The algorithm to compute the possible generalized profiles employs methods from the
theory of tree automata on infinite trees. We unfold plays on a finite game graph as an
infinite tree and notice that we can approximate strategies that are good for Adam (as they
guarantee cr or rcr) in MSO logic. From the fact that MSO-formulas always have a regular
tree as model, we can deduce a bound on the number of increments.
In a last step, we combine all the previous observations and results from the theory of
regular cost functions over trees. We saw how to inductively transform an FO+RR=∞-formula
ϕ over a resource-tree-automatic structure into a synchronous cost tree transducer that
computes the semantics up to ≈. The changes from S- to B-automata (or vice versa) and
from alternating to nondeterministic can also be computed effectively up to ≈ (cf. [12]). In
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total, we obtain a transducer A such that ⟦A⟧ ≈ ⟦ϕ⟧. If the computed value is ∞, this is
even exact. In the other case, we know that ⟦ϕ⟧ has a finite value. As described earlier for
the case of resource-automatic structures on words, we can similarly compute exact values
by a reduction to standard tree-automatic structures for formulas outside of ∞-comparisons.
I Theorem 15. The semantics of FO+RR=∞ is effectively computable on resource-tree-
automatic structures.
4.1.2 Deciding the qcWMSO-theory of T2
It remains to show that the above result can be applied to establish that the qcWMSO-theory
of the infinite binary tree is decidable. We use the same idea as for (ω,<) to obtain this
result. Given the infinite binary tree T2 = ({0, 1}∗, S0, S1), we consider the following variant
of the finite powerset structure F2 = (FinPot({0, 1}∗), S0, S1, ^⋅^ , ∈,= ∅), where the (resource)
relations are as follows:(a, b) ∈ Si evaluates to ∞ if both a = {a′}, b = {b′} are singletons and b′ = a′i. Otherwise,
it evaluates to 0.
For a set a ⊆ {0,1}∗, ^a^ evaluates to an approximation of the cardinality of a that can
easily be computed by a cost automaton (see below for a further explanation), and is
defined as follows:^a^ = sup
w∈a (∣{i ∣ ∃u ∈ a ∶ w[1 . . . i] ⪯ u ∧w[1 . . . i + 1] /⪯ u}∣) .
a ∈ b evaluates to ∞ if a = {a′} is a singleton such that a′ ∈ b, and to 0 otherwise.
a = ∅ evaluates to ∞ if a is empty, and to 0 otherwise.
Note that ^⋅^ in the above structure is different from the evaluation of ∣ ⋅ ∣ in qcWMSO.
However, boundedness is preserved because we have ^a^ ≤ ⟦∣a∣⟧T2 ≤ 2^a^: The first inequality
comes from the fact that each element of a can contribute at most 1 to the value of ^a^. To
see the second one, consider the following path w for the supremum: Always proceed to the
subtree that contains more than half of the remaining elements of a. This counts one if the
non-selected subtree was not empty but loses at most half of the remaining elements.
We now claim that F2 is resource-tree-automatic. As universe we consider the set
S ⊆ T{0,1} of finite binary trees with the property that every inner node of the tree is either
labeled with 1 or has a 1-labeled node as descendant. This property can easily be checked by
a tree automaton. A labeled tree t corresponds to the subset of T2 of those positions in t that
are labeled with 1. The condition on the trees in the universe ensures a unique encoding of
every set. Clearly, S0, S1 are automatic, and so are ∈ and = ∅, as they are tree-automatic in
the classical sense. The relation ^⋅^ can be implemented with an S-automaton that simulates
walks as described above by nondeterministically guessing and verifying the positions where
the not-selected subtree contains elements of a.
Using the same translation as for ω, we reduce the problem of deciding the theory of
qcWMSO to the boundedness problem for FO+RR=∞. This is possible as ^⋅^ in the above
sense preserves boundedness.
I Theorem 1.
(b) Let ϕ be a qcWMSO-sentence. It is decidable whether ⟦ϕ⟧T2 =∞.
Although exact FO+RR=∞-evaluations can be computed on resource-tree-automatic struc-
tures, this does not entail that qcWMSO can be evaluated exactly on T2. This shortcoming
has its origin in the fact that cost tree automata can count only along paths. To have an
exact reduction from qcWMSO to FO+RR=∞, counts of different paths would have to be
combined to simulate counting the size of an arbitrary subset of {0,1}∗.
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5 Conclusion
We introduced the logic qcMSO as a quantitative MSO variant to specify boundedness
properties. The logics costMSO and MSO+U can be embedded into qcMSO in a natural way.
Thus, the undecidability of MSO+U on (ω,<) already shows that the semantics of qcMSO
on (ω,<) and the infinite binary tree T2 is not computable. Accordingly, we focused on the
weak variant qcWMSO and provide a method to compute the value of qcWMSO sentences
on (ω,<) and approximations of the value on T2. This result is achieved by a reduction
to a cost-function extension of automatic structures – called resource-automatic structures.
Moreover, we lift the known results to resource-tree-automatic structures.
In the future, we would like to see whether there is an automaton model for qcWMSO
and whether there are meaningful fragments of full qcMSO with good algorithmic properties.
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